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Sin pelos en la lengua:  
Rosario Ferré’s Last Interview
frances negrón-muntaner

The author (fn2103@columbia.edu) is a filmmaker, writer, and scholar as well as the 
director of Columbia University’s Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race. Among her 
books are: Boricua Pop (NYU Press, 2004)—winner of a CHOICE Award—, and Sovereign 
Acts (forthcoming, 2012). Her films include Brincando el charco: Portrait of a Puerto Rican 
(Whitney Biennial, 1995), and the upcoming television show, War in Guam. In 2008, the 
United Nations’ Rapid Response Media Mechanism recognized her as a global expert in 
the areas of mass media and Latin/o American studies and in 2011 she received Columbia 
University’s Distinguished Faculty Award. 

abstract

In this rare interview with Rosario Ferré, Frances Negrón-Muntaner engages 
with the iconic author on a host of issues that remain controversial for critics 
and readers alike: bilingualism in contemporary Puerto Rican society, cultural 
nationalism, and the reception of the author’s work in English. Negrón-Muntaner’s 
opening commentary contextualizes the interview’s central threads, including 
the politics of language in Puerto Rican society, the importance of Rosario 
Ferré in recent literary history, and the inherent complications in straddling 
the demands of various literary traditions and cultural markets. Recorded in 
2002, the one-one-one exchange with Ferré poses sharp and challenging questions 
regarding her work’s racial politics, her sometimes tense relations with other 
Puerto Rican intellectuals, and the potential of literature to offer Puerto Ricans 
an enduring sense of self-worth in both political and cultural terms. [Key words: 
Rosario Ferré, Puerto Rico, Puerto Rican literature, Latino literature, bilingualism]
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writer rosario ferré and i sat down on 
her covered porch, but we were not alone. 
Her husband quietly came in and out of the room, 
and a dog barked behind the main door. While 
Ferré settled down, I immediately wrote the date, 
place and time of our encounter so I would not 
forget: El Condado, January 3, 2002, 1:00 PM. 

I was there to interview her as part of the 
research for my book-in-progress Boricua Pop: 
Puerto Ricans and the Latinization of American 
Culture, which was eventually published in 2004. 
I hoped that the conversation would inform a 
chapter I planned to call “Rosario’s Tongue” 

(Negrón-Muntaner 2004: 175–209) in the book’s 
last section, “Boricua Anatomies.” Overall, I was interested in examining why and 
to what effects specific body parts like tongues, hips, buttocks and hair belonging to 
Puerto Rican cultural figures had come to signify larger tensions within the national 
body politic. Specifically, I was intrigued by the shifting place of English, the effects 
of commodification on Puerto Rican literary production, and the declining power of 
island Puerto Rican intellectuals in the process of authorizing national culture.

The fact that I was in Ferré’s and not anyone else’s porch was then not arbitrary. 
Following more than two decades of writing for a Spanish-speaking public, in 1995 
Ferré decided to start publishing primarily in English. Historically, this was a risky 
proposition. Among most intellectuals in Puerto Rico, the Spanish language, or simply, 
la lengua, had been a fundamental prosthesis of the national body politic since the 
1898 U.S. invasion of the island and its politically disappointing outcome. As it has 
been broadly noted, once expectations of home rule withered away after the U.S. 
imposed colonial rule and took steps to require English as a language of instruction, 
a new politics of language emerged. Through it, a wide range of social actors seized 
upon their “Hispanic” heritage to symbolically encase their opposition to the English-
speaking “Anglos,” who became major obstacles to their political project. In this 
context, Puerto Rican literature in Spanish was often called on to perform the role 
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of a “national constitution”—undeniable proof of a distinct Puerto Rican nationality 
that compensated for the absence of a sovereign state. Not surprisingly, until relatively 
recently, most prominent Puerto Rican writers (including critics and essayists) tended 
to imagine themselves as virtual heads of state and protectors of the nation’s integrity 
against foreign linguistic “penetration.” 

The symbolic importance of Spanish as a form of cultural defense, however, is not a 
historical echo from long ago. It is also linked to the undeniable and increasing weight 
of English in Puerto Rican lives as a result of globalization and mass migration. After 
hundreds of thousands of Puerto Ricans migrated to the U.S. in the post World War II 
period, English stopped being foreign; in fact, it became the mother tongue and/or the 
primary language of millions of Puerto Ricans residing in the U.S. and elsewhere. In 
addition, to the extent that Puerto Ricans and Puerto Rico became more incorporated 
into global circuits of capital, an increasing number of English-language cultural 
commodities such as movies, television shows and musical recordings made their way 
to the island. Seeing a new threat to their hegemony, some (bilingual) sectors of the 
elites re-erected Spanish as a figurative border to stem contamination from both the 
new U.S.-Puerto Rican cultural formations that necessarily spoke in tongues and from 
English-language products that began to clutter the local marketplace.

Yet it was not only in what language she wrote but also who she was and what she 
said that made Ferré’s choice seem more like Sophie’s for some. 

Her parents, however, were not just wealthy; they also constituted a foundational 
marriage—a rising businessman and a heiress to a patrician hacendado family from 
Ponce, the other bastion city of the island’s creole elite.

Named the “grande dame of Puerto Rican letters” and still one of the island’s few 
literary celebrities, Rosario Josefina Ferré Ramírez de Arellano was born in Ponce, 
Puerto Rico on September 28, 1938, to a well-off family. Her parents, however, were 
not just wealthy; they also constituted a foundational marriage—a rising businessman 
and a heiress to a patrician hacendado family from Ponce, the other bastion city of the 
island’s creole elite. In this regard, Ferré was a product of the old and the new; a symbol 
of a country in transition from what she herself called an “agrarian society of feudal 
immobility” to “an industrial order linked…to constant transformation.” 

While Ferré’s class background would have already made her unusual, the family 
context grew to be more defining as a result of two subsequent events: In 1968, Rosario 
Ferré’s father, Luis A. Ferré, became the first pro-statehood elected governor in Puerto 
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Rico’s history. Then, in 1970, her mother Lorencita died while her father was still in 
office. At this point, Rosario Ferré came into public view as the nation’s first lady to a 
man whose decency was widely acknowledged but under whose administration police 
brutalized students at the University of Puerto Rico during a bloody strike. Even more 
importantly, as co-founder of the island’s new pro-statehood political party, Luis A. 
Ferré embodied what both nationalists and socialists dreaded: the slow, if steady, rise 
of the statehood movement in Puerto Rico.

But it was Ferré’s next act that turned her into an iconic figure, even a heroine to an 
entire generation and those who identified with it. Only two years after stepping down 
as first lady, Ferré burst into the cultural scene as a supporter of independence and the 
co-founder of Zona de carga y descarga (“Loading and Unloading Zone”; 1972–1975), a 
literary journal that radically modernized Puerto Rican letters. Over the course of its 
nine issues, the journal declared itself as a space for freedom, confrontation, poetry, 
complexity, and búsqueda, launching a new cohort of writers, whose works came to 
culturally define this era. Moreover, Zona brought on the professionalization of the 
Puerto Rican writer, one that was attentive to aesthetic form, stylistic innovation 
and world literary trends, feeling at home virtually anywhere. Even further, through 
the journal’s defense of the writer’s autonomy from both the calcified left and the 
academic elites who they believed were out of touch with Puerto Rican reality, Zona 
expanded the definition of the political itself. The editors accomplished this by 
creatively engaging with the very process of subject construction and taking on not 
only class and race conflict but also gender subordination and homosexual desire as 
fundamental matters for public and literary discourse. In all these ways, it would not 
be an exaggeration to say that Zona became a sort of a liberated zone which shifted the 
very ideological and aesthetic grounds upon which Puerto Rican culture rested in the 
thick of the Cold War and the radical seventies. Puerto Rico would never be the same. 

And neither would Ferré. Her first book-length works after Zona, including the 
acclaimed Papeles de Pandora (1976), Sitio a Eros (1980), Fábulas de la garza desangrada 
(1982), and Maldito Amor (1982), confirmed her reputation as a politically radical and 
formally innovative writer bent on challenging patriarchal discourse as well as retelling 
Puerto Rican history from previously ignored perspectives, particularly those of women. 
In a similar vein as the New Historians, yet with a daring that often scandalized her peers, 
Ferré’s work entailed a devastating critique of the classist, racist and sexist underpinnings 
of the national gran familia narrative of elite Puerto Rico and went where few writers 
had gone before: the very “heart” of female sexuality. In doing so, Ferré exposed that if 
women are denied in the precise place where they are engendered as subjects, freedom is 
a constant battle waged against the self, the social order, and language.
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By the mid 1980s, Ferré’s hightened interest in the politics and nuances of language 
took her to an unexpected place. After a sustained stay in the U.S. to obtain a Ph.D. in 
Latin American literature at the University of Maryland, Ferré began experimenting 
with translating her work into English. But if up to this moment Ferré had been widely 
perceived as telling truth to power, her English-language texts deeply unsettled her 
core audience. Contrary to expectation, instead of writing in English to amplify her 
already recognizable voice, Ferré turned to el difícil as a way to rewrite and reorient her 
work toward a new audience, particularly the previously unengaged with “Americans.” 
The stakes of this move were perhaps initially most evident in her translation of 
Maldito Amor into Sweet Diamond Dust and Other Stories (1989).

If Ferré’s prior works were largely read by Island critics as transgressive texts  
of nearly every aspect of the status quo, the new novels were understood as a form  
of self-cannibalization in the interest of the U.S. marketplace with monstrous  
political and aesthetic consequences. 

A parody of the nineteenth century novelas de la tierra genre, Maldito Amor 
was told from multiple inconmensurable perspectives, though the mulatta Gloria 
Camprubí’s parting words literally bring the racist and patriarchal fictions of the big 
house down. Yet, if Maldito Amor was a tour de force aimed at shaking the Island 
elite into recognition of their nationalist project’s dead impossibility in the face of 
modernity, Sweet Diamond Dust is closer to a sober non-confrontational history lesson 
aimed at the uninformed. To extract Sweet Diamond Dust from Maldito Amor, Ferré 
engages in at least two basic operations: addition and subtraction. She freely adds 
folkloric allusions (“under Spanish rule every Guamaneño had...a polished stone 
idol”), culinary references familiar to U.S. audiences (“Philadelphia Cream Cheese”), 
as well as enhanced details regarding historical events such as the American invasion 
of Puerto Rico, and the gothic cruelty of the Spanish empire in the Americas (“the 
Black Legend”). Ferré also minimizes racial differences between white Americans and 
Puerto Ricans, tones down sexual language, morphs pro-independentista characters 
into statehooders, and restyles Americans into nondescript “northerners.”

With her subsequent two novels released first in English, The House on the Lagoon 
(1995) and later Eccentric Neighborhoods (1998), Ferré continued on this path in an 
effort to present a summa of her work to a fresh audience. A turning point is The House 
on the Lagoon, her most widely read book. Here, Ferré tells the story of Isabel Monfort’s 
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quest for individuality by writing a novel based on their family histories, while the 
authoritarian husband Quintín Mendizabal infuriatingly corrects the narrative until 
their marriage dissolves violently. In her writing and re-writing of family history, Ferré 
alludes to the multivoiced structure of Maldito Amor, although The House on the Lagoon 
deliberately contains the social field to two elite voices: a white woman and a white 
man, punctuated by comments from a supportive cast and chorus of color. Significantly, 
in addition to again introducing a wide range of explicatory references regarding 
the island’s culture, history and landscape, Ferré widely incorporated conventions 
of the same romance novels mocked in Maldito Amor; rhetorical habits that call for 
Buenaventura to be “six feet tall, tan-skinned and dark-haired” with “eyes so blue 
they made you want to sail out to sea every time you looked at them” and the natural 
landscape to be pregnant with “exotic wildlife and strange botanical specimens.”

Expectedly, it was at this point that her status as a major national literary figure 
seriously came into question. If Ferré’s prior works were largely read by Island critics as 
transgressive texts of nearly every aspect of the status quo, the new novels were understood 
as a form of self-cannibalization in the interest of the U.S. marketplace with monstrous 
political and aesthetic consequences. Despite Ferré’s arduous defense of bilingualism as a 
practice that provided new forms of knowledge to the extent that “one language revealed 
things that the other hid from me,” the majority of Puerto Rican critics and writers did 
not agree. They became concerned that Ferré’s conciliatory discourse—found in both her 
recent novels and essays, one of which supported statehood and affirmed her sense of 
feeling “more American than John Wayne” in Latin America—distorted what continued to 
be a colonial relationship. They also decried that her allegedly poor writing degraded her 
own past achievements and demeaned Puerto Rican literature at large.

Yet, what was just as unsettling if not widely addressed by her critics was that 
Ferré’s English texts afforded her not only unprecedented visibility, including a 
National Book Award nomination for The House on the Lagoon, but also a place in the 
global multicultural literary canon. This was both a status that no other island Puerto 
Rican writer had achieved before and one that was not dependent on Puerto Rican 
critics’ approval. Perhaps more important, Ferré’s work underscored the central role 
of translation in Puerto Rican culture, the reality of English as a near lingua franca, 
and the substantial impact that a bilingual Puerto Rican writer can have in a global 
literary market. Even further, by moving away, Ferré brought attention to the fact that, 
contrary to popular belief, there truly was a readership for a different kind of Puerto 
Rican literature in the American mainstream and beyond, including among U.S. Latinos, 
other Caribbean peoples, and women, to name a few of the core groups that make up 
Ferré’s expanding readership. In this regard, although I concur that these novels at times 
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problematically trafficked in beautiful señoritas, hot mulattas and noble black nanny 
clichés, Ferré’s assumption that one way for writers to more broadly circulate Puerto 
Rican stories was to take a so-called “mass” audience into account and communicate 
with them in English was clearly borne out.

As Ferré predicted, her so-called “less sophisticated” work connected to a previously 
untapped English-speaking public. But it did more than that: her English-language 
novels also reached a broader and more diverse Spanish-language readership. While 
The House on the Lagoon alone sold eight thousand copies in the first few months on 
the shelves in the United States, it later sold fifty thousand copies in its first worldwide 
Spanish run. Even more dramatic, the recognition that Ferré’s English works received 
attracted new readers in Puerto Rico itself. The translation of Eccentric Neighborhoods 
(1998), for instance, was the second most sold book in Puerto Rico a year after its 
release. Overall, the sales of her English-language books translated into Spanish were 
significantly higher than all her earlier works originally written in Spanish combined.

These histories of reception and possibility, of course, do not erase the irony of 
The House on the Lagoon’s status as the most cohesive “Caliban” text of modern 
Island letters. The fact that in staging the greatly delayed “talking back” in the 
language of the “new” (if century old) colonizer, Ferré does not curse but instead 
identifies with (and as) Ariel, the self-appointed intellectual go-between, indebted 
to those “first-rate American publishers” open to disseminating Latina literature to 
the world. Yet Ferré’s labyrinth is not only her own; her vacillations, questions and 
courage to affirm her freedom to be otherwise are shared by most Puerto Ricans 
at the close of the Island’s long “American century.” This is arguably why Rosario 
Ferré’s late work is more easily dismissed than engaged with.

Moreover, if rarely noted, Ferré’s English journey returns us to one of the fundamental 
roots of her radical literary project and a point of near consensus in contemporary Puerto 
Rican politics: the desire to be modern. Whereas Ferré’s notion of what it means to be 
modern has shifted throughout the years, her commitment to cosmopolitan modernity has 
rarely, if ever, wavered, and it is literally everywhere: in Ferré’s fiction, as when her alter ego 
Isabel in The House on the Lagoon affirms that the fundamental objective to write in English 
is to partake in “modernity”; in her essays critiquing the “return to the land” ideology 
of writers René Marqués and Enrique Laguerre as “a reactionary attitude, impossible to 
support in the modern world”; and in her interventions in the press when she defends 
statehood for Puerto Rico: “I believe our future as a community is inseparable from our 
culture and language, but I’m also passionately committed to the modern world.” And it is 
arguably this investment in modernity, rather than in sales, the main reason why Ferré was 
willing to lose the prestige of la lengua at home in order to gain the reach of English beyond.
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Which is not to say that for Ferré adopting English seemed to actually settle 
matters. By the time that I met her, Ferré had recently published the English version 
of Flight of the Swan (2001), a novel to which she alluded to in the interview and whose 
success she hoped would extricate her from the charges of exoticism prompted by 
her first anglophone works. Perhaps in part due to the Flight of the Swan’s lukewarm 
response, her last books, Language Duel/Duelo del lenguaje (2002) and Fisuras (2006), 
constitute new attempts to grapple with the questions raised by the perceived dualities 
of nation, language, and subjectivity, which were at the core of the interview. That the 
metaphor of duels, in the sense of both duality and mourning, would remain central 
after so many efforts to write the subject anew, implies a struggle to the end mediated 
by a surrender. As Ferré writes in the poem “Language duel,” 

Not to take advantage  

of the double perspective  

and run full speed ahead  

down parallel rails  

seems a pity.  

But there’s nothing to be done.  

Two male crabs  

can’t root in the same lair. (2009: 261–2)

At the end, as in the beginning, Ferré returns from this masculine scene to the mother 
tongue and her reassuring embrace. La lengua, feminine and in Spanish, is all that matters.

While brief and not originally meant to be published, this interview hopes to 
engage with the ongoing process of thinking with Rosario Ferré, a complex writer 
and public intellectual who never stopped wrestling with what literary scholar Gema 
Soledad Castillo García (2005) called being “entre dos aguas;” a white upper class 
feminist raised among black servants in a poor country; a politically liberal woman 
in the thick of a conservative family; a bilingual intellectual torn by her love of nation 
and faith in modernity. Although, chronologically speaking, this is not Rosario Ferré’s 
last interview, it is the first one to be made public since the writer appears to have 
stopped granting them in 2006. In retrospect, perhaps the interview’s greatest value 
is how different it is from most others; Ferré seems particularly unguarded here—at 
times short, free to say what she feels, categorical on who merits critical attention, 
and defiant in her project to popularize her work in English as a means to reach a 
broader public and globalize Puerto Rican writing. Ultimately, this is Ferré at her least 
“writerly” and most unofficial, sin pelos en la lengua. 
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Frances Negrón-Muntaner: “Transgressive” and “subversive” are the two words 
that critics most often use to refer to your writings. Usually, these terms are meant to 
positively evaluate the works’ political and aesthetic contributions. But, in my view, 
given the many permutations of your production, the persistence of these terms is less 
about content than what we can call your “insubordination of place.” By this I mean that 
as a writer you are often where you are not supposed to be. To what extent does your 
work offer the reader a space for transgression? In other words, how does your writing 
enable readers to imagine themselves otherwise? 

Rosario Ferré: The fundamental truth of my life, the principle that governs it, is that 
nobody has a monopoly over the truth. Every person is a lens that focuses reality in a 
different way and everybody has the right to do so. This, in fact, is an anarchist principle, 
for I am indeed, an anarchist. From the moment I position myself at a certain standpoint, 
I immediately see things from that perspective and from its opposing perspective. And 
this is not an approach that I adopted as part of a publicity stunt. This is simply how I 
think. In fact, my favorite movie has always been Rashomon (1950) by Akira Kurosawa 
because it is just that: a story told from multiple perspectives. 

Photograph courtesy of Rosario Ferré.  
Reprinted by permission.
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FNM: And yet, within influential intellectual circles in Puerto Rico, the ability to 
examine issues from more than one perspective is rarely appreciated. It may even be 
considered treason.

RF: The idea is that one should be like Eugenio María de Hostos, Ramón Emeterio 
Betances, Simón Bolívar—that you get on a horse and stand before the troops so that 
they shoot you. I should tell you that the newspaper El Nuevo Día nearly killed me 
with an interview recently. I swore I would never give anyone an interview again after 
that. I originally thought that these journalists were working in good faith, but I then 
realized that they wanted to portray me as if I were making fun of everything. In fact, 
they wrote: “She laughed—hee, hee.” They were distorting everything I was saying. 

But, in the end, I said something that they were not able to erase. It is the fact that I 
have had many opinions in my life because I have lived many lives. Ultimately, I can say 
that in all of my many lives, I have tried to do one fundamental thing: I have attempted 
to bring self-respect back to Puerto Ricans. That has been my purpose and I have been 
consistent in this. I believe that if readers can see themselves in what I write, if they 
realize that they share something with those characters, then they can understand 
themselves better and they can accept themselves. And when you accept yourself, you 
gain self-respect. If I have provided that space for two or three people in the world, I 
am more than satisfied. 

FNM: Unlike most Puerto Rican writers, your family life is part of the public 
domain. Yet, as theorists Giles Deleuze and Felix Guattari suggest, writing is the 
opposite of psychology; it allows us to trade the “family tree” for the domain of desire 
and history. Do you think that your familial and textual genealogy is a vanishing line 
that leads to another place? How does it dislocate the idea of origin itself? Is writing 
from and about your own family a means of distancing yourself from them? 

RF: That is what Frantz Kafka does. He writes about his father, but he is actually 
writing a diatribe against the fascist state, against a Germanized Prague. It is minor 
literature because he is Jewish and a Czech writing in German; he is writing the 
reverse side of history. And that is what literature gives you: the reverse side of history. 

FNM: If we take a look at your family context from a different perspective, one 
could say that a chain of personal events that occurred during the 70s—Luis A. Ferré’s 
ascension to the governorship, your mother’s passing, your inheritance of some capital, 
a divorce—are in conversation with the kind of literature you produced at that time. 
How does the genus—the group—emerge as a kind of literary machine, as a force of 
production in your work? 

RF: These times made me search for guidance within myself, for a reason to live. 
This is where my literature comes from. 
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FNM: One of your first public and literary gestures was to launch the journal, Zona 
de Carga y Descarga (“Loading and Unloading Zone”). Zona was an important venue 
for the modernization of Puerto Rican literature. At that time and in that context, 
“modernization” had many meanings. It could refer to paying attention to aesthetic 
form, writing in tune with vanguard literary movements (cosmopolitanism), and the 
professionalization of the craft (constant dedication). In recent articles and essays, you 
propose that English is the link to literary modernity. How so? 

I believe that Puerto Ricans who are writing in English are producing more interesting 
work than those who are writing in Spanish. 

RF: I believe that Puerto Ricans who are writing in English are producing more 
interesting work than those who are writing in Spanish. The problem is that in 
Puerto Rico careers are truncated, whereas, in the United States, Esmeralda Santiago 
continues to publish. An example of the current state of things on the island is an 
author like Magali García Ramis, who published a collection of short stories, a novel, 
and that’s it. It pains me to say this but with the exception of my cousin Olga Nolla 
and Mayra Montero, who are excellent and have a clear direction and path, there is no 
one else here in Puerto Rico. And if you look at the general scene, women have a great 
advantage over their male counterparts. 

FNM: Before we move on from the “zone,” there is another aspect of the journal’s 
editorial line that intrigues me: it is the solution that the editorial group offered 
intellectuals in relation to their revolutionary “obligations” in the context of the 1970s. 
At the time, Zona proposed that the revolutionary duty of the writer was to write 
well, and by means of this vanguardism—which is, in a certain extent, conservative—
maintain the place of the writer under non-revolutionary conditions. Or in Zona’s 
own words: “The best way for a writer to have a revolution is by rescuing language, 
by offering artistic excellence and using it to rescue the people’s consciousness and 
provide the people with an image of themselves in the past and of their present and 
future possibilities.” Is it possible to speak of a Puerto Rican revolutionary literature 
today? Or of revolutionary ways of writing and reading Puerto Rican literature? 

RF: I would say that the revolutionary literature is taking place in journalism. 
I do not believe that Puerto Rico is creating an innovative literature that breaks 
away from old models like, for instance, Salman Rushdie, who writes novels that 
incorporate universal myths. In Puerto Rico, we are still resorting to Taíno myths 
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and Ponce de León. It is my view that we must search for other themes; we are 
part of the world. 

FNM: What about the work of younger writers? 
RF: I have not seen much. I’ve only read Mayra Santos Febres’s books, which I think 

are very good, but there is not enough work to judge yet. Although I think that she is 
the most promising of all. 

FNM: The work of contemporary writers like Santos Febres both engages with, 
and represents a departure from earlier framings of race and gender in Puerto Rican 
literature, including those from your generation. Certainly in the 1970s, literary 
feminism waged a full-fledged battle against the patriarchal canon as part of a fight 
against colonial, racial and gender toxicity. For instance, a central thematic of your 
early work is the injustice that women endure, white women particularly, when 
they suffer in the same “place” (gender) where they experience pleasure (sex), an 
insight that prompted Manuel Ramos Otero’s famous words: “Rosario Ferré believes 
that every lady is a whore in the making.” In other words, a lady longs to experience 
pleasure like “the other woman.” Yet this other woman is usually black, which brings 
to mind Toni Morrison’s argument in her essay, Playing in the Dark (1992). 

RF: I am not familiar with the essay, but I am with her novels. 
FNM: In this essay, Morrison takes a critical look at the figure of black characters 

in American literature. She concludes that black characters are frequently called in to 
aid in the self-realization of white characters. In your earlier work, black and mulatto 
characters play a more central role than in your recent work but in many instances 
as, for example Maldito amor (Sweet Diamond Dust and Other Stories) or “Cuando las 
mujeres quieren a los hombres” (“When Women Love Men”), they fulfill a similar 
enabling purpose. Why do these characters recede yet don’t really change? 

RF: I disagree because in La casa de la laguna (The House on the Lagoon), the 
mulatto is the only character who survives and he then devotes himself to painting 
in Florida. Everybody else dies. And in Eccentric Neighborhoods—in part one, that is, 
because in part two there are no black characters—Miña’s character is the one who 
serves milk to both blacks and whites, and she is the great mother of all. And there are 
two mothers: the tyrannical mother (the grandmother) who is white, and the black 
mother, who is nurturing. This is the bipolarity of the Puerto Rican home. 

FNM: Still, in those examples, black and mulatto characters are those precisely 
endowed with physical vitality, a loving disposition, and intense creativity, while the 
white women are represented as sexually repressed and culturally alienated. In this 
sense, your work can be read as reproducing a certain dichotomy: black woman/man 
physical vitality-pleasure; white woman/man physical repression-alienation. This 
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idea, however, is not only present in your work, but also in the production of other key 
Puerto Rican writers, including Luis Palés Matos and José Luis González. 

RF: I agree. It is a technique. Perhaps I’m inclined to do it because I believe it, 
although I might be wrong. I grew up in Ponce where all our domestic service was 
black. I always had a lot of contact with them, and to a degree they gave me the kind 
of love that my family denied me. And so I have that sympathy—or empathy—for la 
gente de color (people of color), and I cannot help it. However, I do not like to create 
archetypes. If it is possible to break down a novel into archetypes, it is not a good novel. 
For instance, the characters of the novel I am currently writing are all white, most of 
them Russian. There are no archetypes. 

FNM: Is the trend to include a greater number of white characters a result of 
writing for a U.S. and European audience? 

RF: I don’t think so. 
FNM: Some critics have referred to the work you have written in English as 

“exoticizing” because it makes Puerto Ricans see themselves as foreign or exotic 
strangers. 

RF: Well, I have been told that writing in English is foolish because we should write 
from who we are and from where we belong. And according to these people we, Puerto 
Ricans “are” the Spanish language; we “are” Spanish. In the first place, I disagree with 
that argument because I do not consider myself to “be” the Spanish language or only 
be a speaker of Spanish. I am no language at all. And, in addition, being Puerto Rican 
is more than speaking and writing a language, and more than a language. It is a culture 
and a way of thinking; an environment; customs; food; a very complex context. 

FNM: Others view the texts that you have written in English as just part of a 
commodification strategy which requires agents, publicists and market research. 
Perhaps because I also work in the film industry, I take for granted that cultural 
products are always mediated by the market to some extent. However, the fury of local 
criticism suggests that this commodification (and globalization) process constitutes 
one of the greatest threats to traditional Puerto Rican intellectuals. To the extent 
that these commodities are “easy” to digest, the traditional intellectual  becomes 
an expendable figure who is no longer in charge of interpreting, recommending or 
controlling works of literature. What do you make of this? 

RF: I just try to be more accessible. There is a certain elitism in my earlier work, 
not so in my later work. 

FNM: Yet many would argue that accessibility is an impoverishing component 
because it simplifies Puerto Rican reality to service an audience who is not familiar 
but is eager to consume it. 
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RF: I disagree because you cannot expand the spectrum without losing some 
intensity. I am not interested in writing like the José Lezama Lima of Paradiso—even 
if it is a wonderful work—because if I am going to write a great work, I want it to be 
more accessible. The baroque linguistic density will be diluted, of course, but I don’t 
see why that is a problem. 

FNM: In addition to commodification, the problem for some seems to be that 
your work does not follow a certain national line and can, as critic Liliana Cotto put 
it, “mislead the [American] reader.” Which may explain why critics point out that 
the literature you have written in English is meant for a man in Iowa, as if this was 
inherently wrong or harmful. 

Indeed, Spanish is being used to define not what is Puerto Rican but what is patriotic—if 
you don’t speak and write in Spanish, you are a traitor. 

RF: It is hard to think of a book merely as a commodity. Books are sold just like 
records are sold, but this does not mean that they are nothing but merchandise. 
When you reduce a book to merchandise, you rob it of its cultural value. There is a 
huge difference between selling a book and selling a box of Don Q Rum, which is a 
typical product of Puerto Rico. I think this is all a reaction. It is part of the Puerto 
Rican preoccupation with moving beyond Spanish, which is considered an act of 
treason. However, this preoccupation was invented at the University of Puerto 
Rico by unos pocos, a small group of intellectuals. Before the Americans arrived, the 
Puerto Rican bourgeoisie spoke French and many people spoke English. Indeed, 
Spanish is being used to define not what is Puerto Rican but what is patriotic—if you 
don’t speak and write in Spanish, you are a traitor. 

FNM: Fellow author Luis Rafael Sánchez once observed that the Puerto Rican 
writer engages with certain national themes out of a sense of duty. Does this, then, 
suggest that it is the intellectual’s obligation to save the motherland? 

RF: Yes, from the intervention of the English language and North American 
thought. I believe that we suffered an intervention and that we were occupied. I also 
assert that we were objects of violence. I believe that Americans should apologize in 
writing for their actions. In fact, I sent a letter to The New York Times, which they 
refused to publish, concerning the demand that Puerto Rican political prisoners 
apologize. I proposed that if Americans offered an apology for their actions, then the 
political prisoners could do so as well. They called me to tell me that they would not 
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publish it because they believed it could harm the prisoners. And I said it was fine 
because I wanted to see the political prisoners to be liberated. 

FNM: It is ironic, however, that many of those intellectuals who criticize bilingual 
cultural production are themselves bilingual, and that they are among those that 
benefit the most from the current political arrangement. And so, although I would 
not call the defense of monolingualism “treason” it is, at the very least, a distortion of 
Puerto Rican reality. 

RF: In addition to stating that my books are just commodities, which is already 
insulting, it is also said that I do not write in Spanish. According to a young writer 
named Juan López Bauzá, who published an essay [“Rosario Ferré: el debate del 
idioma, los escritores de ayer y hoy” (1999)], I have abandoned the Spanish language 
because I do not believe it is rich enough. López Bauzá asserts, as a Puerto Rican 
writer, that Spanish is marvelous and that it has not been exploited enough because 
it is the language of Cervantes. But I, ultimately a traitor, have stopped writing in 
Spanish and I write in English to sell my books and lucrarme, benefit from them—to 
earn more money.

First of all, this is not true. Every book I publish in English, I publish in Spanish as 
well. And I have published Spanish versions immediately precisely to avoid this kind 
of accusation. It has been on purpose that each book is published in both languages.

So, when they ask me which one is in the original language, I answer that they 
are both original because I identify as strongly with Spanish as I do with English. 
For example, my last two books were first published in English for practical reasons, 
because they could then be launched in the international market. If they had been 
published as translations from (or to) English, then they would not have received 
the same reviews, and they would not have appeared in the media. But, ultimately, I 
really feel that both the Spanish and the English versions are original. 

FNM: I think that there is another important irony surrounding the bilingual 
vs. monolingual debate. If we were to examine the history of worldwide decolonial 
struggles, we would see that, in order for advocates to attain their decolonization 
goals, they have often had to both organize and communicate with the metropolis in 
its own language. My sense is that if Puerto Ricans were to write a critical literature in 
English as well as in Spanish, it would make an important contribution to the process 
of decolonization. In other words, the exclusive use of Spanish as a public language has 
become an obstacle for the decolonization of Puerto Rico in part because it reduces 
the number of people that can participate in the debate. The question then is if we can 
understand these languages in a complex relation to each other and not just as binary 
essences in opposition. To insist on communicating exclusively in Spanish is… 
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RF: …suicide. I would say that our historical reality is this: we are no longer a 
country in the midst of an intervention. Instead, we have assimilated a bilingual and 
bicultural situation. We are that bipolarity. Why don’t we benefit from it, either as 
an associated free state or as a state of the union? In my opinion, and in unequivocal 
terms, unless it was possible to negotiate with the United States in incredibly 
generous terms, I do not believe that we would benefit from our independence. I 
think that accepting biculturalism is smarter than perpetuating the unyielding Nazi, 
fascist idea that we can only speak Spanish in Puerto Rico and that we can only think 
in nationalist terms. 

FNM: Although the United States has become more Latinized and Puerto Rico is 
more integrated, nationalism remains a central discourse of belonging among Puerto 
Ricans. This is the case even if there is no major decolonization movement and when 
at times nationalism makes it difficult for a wider range of political identities and 
projects to emege. 

RF: I think that is terrible. Nationalism is a means of fooling oneself and of assuming 
that, no matter what we do, the United States will never pull the rug from under our 
feet, at least not completely. I am not against feeling pride for who we are. The problem 
is changing the way people think over there, in the United States. The solution is not to 
talk about our selves amongst ourselves, and bury our heads in the sand and pray that 
the roof does not fall on our heads. No! It’s a matter of going over there and fighting for 
it, so that this doesn’t happen to us—because it can happen to us. 

FNM: What fuels Puerto Rican nationalism? Why does it retain such force? 
RF: I believe it stems from the feudal system of sugarcane. The exploitation of the 

great sugarcane haciendas is the basis of our psychology. The people lost their land 
and workers were dying like flies, and they had nothing to feel proud of. They owned 
nothing. They were transformed into a class of paupers. During the nineteenth 
century, many were small landowners and they possessed a certain dignity. And this 
was lost with the sugarocracy. This process became associated with the Americans 
because they were the owners of these huge properties. The loss of self-respect 
became associated with the process that turned Puerto Ricans into a mass of ruined 
people who had nothing to hold on to. And I think that is the fear. But it is time to 
recognize that we have certain abilities that can define us as a nation instead of 
holding on to that loss. 

FNM: Given the current dire economic situation, how can a community stop 
feeling like an impoverished mass? What cultural, economic, and political processes 
are necessary in order to move beyond this point? 

RF: First of all, the country must stand on its own feet. The problem is that it 
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is unclear whether or not Puerto Rico can attain economic independence, and a 
dependent country cannot, in any way, achieve independence. The other problem is 
that those who favor independence define Puerto Ricans in relation to our past, not in 
relation to what we are now and what we can be. All this folklorist literature has lost 
currency in the age of the Internet. This is a new people. 

FNM: Some say that your recent defense of statehood is a return to the father, a 
class reconciliation, a way to give up your prior feminist and radical left voice, as you 
technically do in Memorias de Ponce, the autobiography of your father, Luis A. Ferré. 
How did you arrive at this place? If you had always favored statehood, what impact 
would this have had on your literary career? 

RF: People say that I favored independence before as a means of getting ahead. But 
my transformation was triggered by changes occurring in the United States. As soon as 
change is possible over there, it is possible here. I want what is best for Puerto Rico. I do 
not want this country to commit suicide. Because those who will be most affected will 
be those who lose federal benefits; they would starve to death like others did at the turn 
of the century because we don’t have the means to survive on our own.

Now, if I had been in favor of statehood earlier in my career, I would not have been 
given a chance. The kind of reputation that people created for me, because I did not 
create it, would never have been what it was. People read me and interpreted me in 
a certain way, and I believe that is why those books were so successful. However, the 
most revolutionary aspect of my books resides in their participation in the feminist 
struggle—in the search for individual freedom. In Maldito Amor (Sweet Diamond 
Dust and Other Stories), my first short novel, the story is narrated from four different 
viewpoints, but nobody knows who is right. I do this again in The House on the 
Lagoon, between husband and wife, where each one tells the same story. And even 
though the husband abuses his wife, “There’s a grain of truth in what he is saying.” 
They each have a share in the truth; nobody has a monopoly over the truth. And that 
has always been my position. And even though they did not want to see this in my 
work then, it was there. 
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